
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 13

Cantor-Bendixson theorem. Polish spaces have the PSP. In

particular, Polish spaces satisfy the continuum hypothesis.
In fact, X uniquely decomposes into a disjoint union PU

of a perfect closed space P/so ifPAD, 2 29) and a call openle.
thoughts. For exaple:
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Proof. We remove all the open sets from X. To ae lt

their union is still ctbl, recall that X is 24 othl,



Exa cdby basis quaBnew and letU==U3Ra:
Un isctbl 3. Then I is atteng c ctbl union of othe

open sake. Let P:=X24, so P is closed. Itremains
to show that P is perfect. Let VIP be relatively open

al nocempty. Then Iopen VEXin X cit. V=VMP =

⑰X
=V. If I stained als
one element, "I would be othl,
so we would have removed it

Culy?becers it's a union of athl

basic open sets). Mens, I must contain mucthly - many
element.

HW Discuss Confor-Bendisson rank ad build a chased
subspace of2N of rank neIN.

HW Well-ordered strictly increasing open sets.

for. All closed subsets of any perfect Polish space (e.g. (R)
satisfy the PSP.

Recall from the optional homework question that every



Go subset of a Polish metric space is also

Polish up to switching to an equivalent metric.

Thus, as subsets also have the PSP.

With a bit ofDescriptive Get Theory, one can show

Butall Borel subsets have the PSP. It can be

shown thatactinuous images of Bord sets also
have the PSP, however, whetheror not their comple-
ments have the PSP is independent of EFC.

Topological Measure 1-Baire Category)

Nowhere dense sets (imp) Let IX, d) be metric space (although
all notions below make sense in a topological space).
A set S =Xis call somewhere dense if it is dense in

some womempty open set HEX, i.e. SAH is dense in H.

Otherwise, we say tt S is nowhere dense (n.d.).

Prop. For a set S =X, TFAE:

(1) S is n.d.

(2) A conerty open 1,5 nowegty open V=Y c.t. SIV=0.



5 is nod.BY 5has empty interior.
Proof. (I)(2). This is justunraveling the definition ofmode

(3) =>(1). Trivial.

(2) =>(3). I open U=-Eopen VP sit. S10 =0,
butthen SMV=1 by the clef of cosie.

(2) =>(4). This is also trivial since a setis cense

in its interior.

(4) =>(3). Suppose 5 is cease in some open notU.

- then 1=5hence H =int(s) =0,50 R=0.

Cr.Adosedsetis nice the interinthe
dosed out ofinterior,

Prop. Nod. sets form an ideal, i.e. they are closed under

subsets at finite unions.
Proof. Forknife unions, we just need to prove thata union

of two nod. Sets is nod. (become ofinduction). HW



Examples. Asingleton (x) is a perfect X is and

Thus also, anyfinte set in a perfectX is nice.

the graph of any
continuous function

1:0,- i inside (R2.This isbesse such graphs
are closed in (0,1) x IR
CHW problem) and they have empty interior
Item x-fibers are singletons),
X== =10"18: EIN).

:"ae.neN
9
Mich has empty interior.

In IN, the set X ==n' for a fixed nEIN.

This is closed (not being is it is witnessed

by one coordinate) at has 1 interior loper
Blinders contain nubold requences).

D-tour:exceles mouseparable metric spaces:the space B(X,4) of
bld functions, for X infinite al IY=2,with theunit not

In particular, lo(N):=BLIN, 1R):the space ofbold seque.



F (xn), (yn) GCo(N), du((Xnl, (a)) =-Yul.
F (x2), (yn) = 2

N =eo(NN),
d. (x), (n)) =1 c=>(xn) = (yu), so we have

a continum subset of 10(N) of pairwise distance one
elements.

Meagre sets. We saw butund, sets are dosed under finite

unious, but clearly notunder addunions:

Exele. 4 = Yobasiertheden, mile

Wet.Asubsetofametric pureiscalled meagre (Inthe

Examples: ⑪is IRis meagre.
Q:=(cp*:w = (NC)

=Uni ismoreinneeHEIN

IN-valued sequences.



In CCC0,1, (R) with the uniform metric,
He set of all somewhere differentiable functions

Idifferentiable at leastatone point) is meagre.

Warning. A set SIX can be
meagre

in X but

moumeagre in a subspace y = X, i.e. S1Y;
corneage in Y. E.g. IRIIR" is

meagre in
IR"

but IREIRis conneagre (as will be implied
by Baire Category Resven). Also, 103 in IR is

mod, but 303 in X is open and nonreagre.

Example of a separable but not2ctbl topological space.

X:=RRbutwiththe following topology:
R The basis ofthis top is

.. # the set 303 and sets of
·

-

·

D

↑
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He born 40, for each VEIR(0b.

When 103 is dense, so X is separable,
but it's not 2'itbl beare each of 10,53 would need to be in

every basis.


